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Abstract : Until the first edition of this book appeared in 1937 it is probable t
teachers of physiology expected ever again to see an attempt to write a com
textbook on the subject. T his second edition is even more complete than the
has an additional section on the special senses.
T he authors deserve unstinted praise for a magnificent achievement. T hey
giving the medical student all the biophysics, biochemistry and true physiolo
can be expected to learn in his pre-clinical years. In addition, special attention

application of physiological knowledge to the diagnosis and treatment of dise
admirably done, and at least " points a moral and adorns a tale ".
If now pathologists and clinicians would only include in their textbooks compa
sections on the physiological principles underlying their procedures we shou
the way to bridging the unfortunate gap between clinical and pre-clinical stud
T he book is expensive, and inevitably portions rapidly become out-of-date. I
hoped that authors and publishers will consider not frequent publication of t
but cheap annual supplements, say over a period of five years, giving the re
advances in knowledge. Students, buying the book in their pre-clinical years,
be encouraged to buy such cheap supplements throughout their clinical stud
keep their knowledge up to date.
T here is one further aspect. Such a complete and excellent text on physiolog
not only by medical students but also by students of biology, the majority of
become school teachers. T oo long; has school biology been elementary bot
zoological morphology. Everything should be done to train school teachers in
so that their pupils may benefit. T he text of this book, shorn of the more def
aspects, would be most, suitable for such non-medical students. R. C. Garry.
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